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Maurizio Cattelan: What do you do?!!
We’ve lived and worked together in Portland for four years, mostly working with our art collective 
Oregon Painting Society, which was a starting point for MSHR. Like many people in Portland, 
we have a lot of different projects that feed into each other. Each project grows from discoveries 
into other projects.!!
What does Portland mean to you?!!
We are very influenced by the art and music community in Portland. There is a lot of openness, 
energy and experimentation going on. We’ve been lucky to have the opportunity to make tons of 
installations with our art collective Oregon Painting Society over the past few years. In 2010, we 
held new exhibits almost monthly. That period was kind of like art boot camp. If you have energy 
and want to make things happen, Portland is an open playing field. The low cost of living allows 
artists to spend most of their time producing work and collaborating with other artists. We work 
one or two days a week as preschool teachers, then we can jam out in our basement for the 
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rest of the week. Also natural landscapes play an important role in the vibe... dark forests, epic 
mountains, infinite ocean.!!
I remember you wanted to give me your tape the first time we met…!!
Oh yes, we had an amazing opportunity to meet you and Pierpaolo at the Tate Gallery on 
occasion of “No Soul for Sale” last year. Pierpaolo was easily the most charming person in the 
whole building and he stuck out immediately. We were so excited to meet you Maurizio! As you 
were recalling, although you protested that you did not own a tape deck, we forced you to take 
our cassettes because we were sure you would have had one soon. Everyone prefers analogue 
media, right!?!!
And you are now at the end of a tour in Europe?!!
We’ve just reached the end of a month long European tour with our friends Sporay. Milan has 
been a great finale to our journey: it’s been very interesting not only showing our installation but 
also performing at Le Dictateur. The audience here is much different than in all other cities. In 
fact, during our tour we worked in the context of noise music while at Le Dictateur our work is 
being considered within the context of art. Although we are influenced by noise music, it’s not 
the only place where we have come from: actually we prefer working within the context of art 
because it’s more holistic and closer to the heart of what we are doing. !!
What is MSHR?!!
Flexible organism for creative production. We have many rooms, such as squirly insect, angel 
portal, paranoid bug, hyper-dimensional terraform, amoral beat poetry. And moving wall paper. 
Which is  very important. !!
What does MSHR stand for?!!
We pronounce MSHR as “mesher”. We wanted the form of our name to be a modular organism, 
because we want it to reflect our modular working method. So we put together a flexible 
acronym based on words that reflect different aspects of our world: “mushroom spirit human 
replicator”, “Mayan stoner hand recording”, “mirrored sentient hydra-reflection”, “mental 
synthesizing house renderer”, “micro-synthetic helio-regeneration”, “moon stylus hovering 
realm”, “meshing sexual hypno room”, “morphed style hyper-realism”, “meta sky hackers 
resting”.!
We wanted the form of our name  MSHR to function as a format through which we can produce 
various media combined in a common aesthetic world. We have an instrument design workshop 
which we call MSHR, and we also run a publication imprint called MSHR media. Using this 
method of branding is fun as well as useful. It’s in line with our philosophy: “Stoic Fruitcake”… a 
combination of stark and funky elements.!!
In your work there is a strong relationship, both with technology and nature…!!
Striving for ground zero is a good starting point for a project.  We use primitive electronics of our 
own design and human voices as our sound sources, because we want to come from a closer 
place to the root, from a more radical or basic place and develop therefrom.  Our hope is that 
this process will continue to reveal new creative pathways for us to explore. Building our own 
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electronics also lets us build them in any form we want, which is really useful for interactive 
installations, and for making sculptural instruments to perform with.  Building our own 
instruments also allows us to have more interesting and unique interface systems.  We are 
interested in interfaces that rely on elemental things... plant life, the human body, natural 
phenomena.  We use these techniques especially in our installation work, to make interactivity a 
crucial part of the art.  !!
How long have you been working together?!!
4 years.!!
Can you describe your aesthetic framework?!!
Stoic fruitcake. ^^^^^^^Techno-wabi-sabi. Black duck””””::::::::°°°. *Trans-dimensional gateways. 
Three sided upside down mirror (hyper-cube).  Zooming in flying forward over ruins with fog and 
lasers. Rainforest meditation with unknown insects. Transmitting signals from weird entities.!!
What mediums do you use in your work?!!
Sound, visual, performance, CGI, human interaction, hypno video, hydroponics, special effects, 
sculpture.!!
You make your own instruments. How do they look and sound?!!
Mirrored ziggurats, light sensitive gloves, black duck, plant-life, metal platform, sunset and 
aurora borealis. Sounds are rigid but flexible. Basic square waves cross-modulated into 
shredded pillars. We like to design trippy interfaces.!!
Can you speak a bit about the interfaces?!!
Interfaces are our avenue to interactive sound. Sensory experiences, human body, plant life and 
elemental forces as conductors into bio-techno interfaces. The magical moment of interacting 
with the world in a way that is the poetry of playing music on a plant or generating sound from a 
sunrise. This is something that we do a lot in installations. Facilitating transcendental 
experiences is where it’s at for us. Viewers can create their own reality within a framework we 
can provide. And it’s a framework with extended rules from reality. The best rule for an 
installation is that it actually extends reality instead of constraining it. Inherent unpredictability of 
channelling a natural force- electricity through analogue electronics, which makes improvisation 
wilder.!!
I’ve heard that you’re interested in nesting faces?!!
Yes, nesting faces with telescoping eyes. Often our work is recorded to nano-loom or 
telescoping eye. Various fractal forms and infinite bodies fill our rooms. !
(MSHR shatters a mirror, Maurizio smiles)!!


